The smarter, stronger hanging solution to keeping your gutters clear and protecting your home from water damage.

- Virtually eliminates maintenance
- Invisible from the ground
- Handles the heaviest rainfall
- Snow and pest resistant
- Keeps leaves and debris out of your gutters
- NEW Access Panel option

Register your product here: Leaf-Relief.com
COMMON GUTTER PROBLEMS

OLD INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES:
SPIKES OR HANGERS

Traditional gutter hangers leave weak spots and gaps between each spike or hanger. You end up with flimsy gutters prone to damage including warping, denting and water infiltration in the roof, fascia and foundation.

SOLUTION
TODAY’S INDUSTRY STANDARD:
LEAF RELIEF® CONTINUOUS HANGING SYSTEM

The Continuous Hanging System strengthens the gutter from front to back and end to end. This reinforcement delivers unparalleled strength to protect your gutters year round.

- Keeps gutters clear of debris, allowing water to be safely carried away from your home.
- Continuous attachment system eliminates weak spots so your gutters stand up to ladder crush, heavy snow, ice and more.
- Blocks the sun to protect the sealant inside the gutter, which can crack and cause leaks.

NEW ACCESS PANEL slides open so that you can check your gutters.

PROTECTION AGAINST ICE EXPANSION

Snow stays out of your gutters so they can drain.

EXCEPTIONAL DURABILITY

Keeps gutters straight and clean.

SELF-SEALING SCREWS

Installation with rubber gasket screws prevent water infiltration.